
Chinmay Jha
Division Leader - Architect

He has done the great job as DL of
the Architecture Department focusing
on the operations and management.
We appreciate his contribution to the
growth of our company.

Anandita Chourey
Co Team Leader - Architect

She loves dancing and is super happy
working with ISP. This is her �rst time
working in India. Watch this video to
know what she feels about the culture
of ISP and what has helped her grow.

See the video See the video

De�nitely A Game Changer - 360 Degree Rendering in 3ds Max

To provide an awe-inspiring experience to one of our clients, our designers have the best way to have a client
peep inside a project as if they were literally walking inside. The client wanted a modern architectural look by
adding some functional requirements in planning and changing the aesthetics of the  interior including site
development. This fully immersive renovation project gives us 360-degree panorama views that facilitate
visualization of the building by transforming into 3D-dimensional presentations.

Experience It

#ISPTalks

ISP Olympic - 2022

Well, our CEO - Mitesh Smart visited India last month,  we hosted Olympic last month and it was full of
enjoyment & lots of learning. There were different types of games planned. The event lasted for 2 days where
ISPians participated and showed their capabilities. The purpose to host this Corporate Olympic was to
encourage teamwork &trust, leadership, cooperation & goal - setting, creative thinking, decision making,
problem solving & time management.

See The Photos

Architecture of The Bridge Inspired by The Kites

An iconic 'Atal Pedestrian Bridge' is  located in Ahmedabad. This bridge's design is inspired by kite festival
organized in the city. It is designed by STUP Consultants Ltd based in Mumbai and built by P&R Infraprojects
Ltd. It is a single span steel truss bridge with two additional foundations. The cross section of the truss has
rhombus shape similar to kites. The elevation of the truss gives impression of an arch which is supported on
spherical bearings on each end. The depth of the truss varies across the length. The bridge is shaded by
colorful fabric panels with colors inspired by kites. They protect people from harsh climate. 2600 metric tons
of steel pipes were used in its construction. The railings are made of steel and glass. It is lit by LED lights. It
is 980 ft long and 33 ft to 46 ft wide. It features two levels of walkways at each end connecting upper and
lower promenades of the Sabarmati riverfront. It connects the �ower garden on the west bank to upcoming
arts and culture center on the east bank.

GET SOCIAL WITH US

You received this letter because you are a subscriber of our company. You can unsubscribe
at any time and no longer receive useful letters from us
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